Promotion of self-harm behavior in the social web
Platform operators must better protect children and young persons

Proanaskinnygirl uploads images of her emaciated body as
'thinspiration' to her blog. German.cut.girl posts self-harm

Often combination of different risk areas

'selfies' – photos of her bleeding cuts and scars. 10-yearold Emma reports about trying to kill herself seven times titled 'Life or death??? I can't go on any longer'. In the social
web, this content trivializing or idealizing eating disorders,
self-harm behavior and suicide is very common.

More than half of the content supported self-harm behavior
(55%) or eating disorders (54%). The amount of posts promoting suicide was surprisingly high (38%).
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One out of three cases recorded was
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jugendschutz.net's research revealed 448 profiles, videos
and photos with harmful content. Mainly girls (90%) at an
average age of 15 years posted the content, the youngest
were 9 years old.
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Many websites promoting self-harm behavior also contained
information about suicide.
37 % of all cases concerned content of two or three of the
risk areas researched. The big overlap in terms of suicide
and self-harm behavior (31%) was remarkable.

Downplaying, whitewashing and idealizing
Posts trivializing self-harm behavior could even be found in
communities designed for kids.
The photos, videos and texts are often extensively worked
on and aesthetically staged which makes them particularly
attractive to young persons. What is new is that children in
communities specifically designed for them also come across
the glorification of self-harm behavior.

Puberty is very often a risk period for children and young
people when they suffer from an increased body dissatisfaction and decreased self-esteem. Trivialized, euphemistic or
idealized depictions of eating disorders then break down
the barriers to engage in a dangerous behavior. The risk of
stumbling across such content is particularly high on platforms popular amongst youngsters such as Instagram and
Tumblr.
With a lot of the social media platforms being interconnected it is very easy for children and young people to find
even more self-harm content. Users try to raise their status
in their social group and thus ensure further dissemination

of the content by 'Follow for follow', 'Like4like' or
'Shoutouts'.

Promotion of self-injury and
suicide in one post.
Profiles with hundreds of followers and likes were not uncommon. In some profiles most of the content was viewed
more than a thousand times and commented by many users. A lot of the content was also hashtagged; with just a
click, users can find further content promoting self-harm
behavior.

Encouragement and invitation to join in
Whenever children and young people suffering from an eating disorder, injuring themselves or having suicidal thoughts
come across self-harm content they often feel understood
and encouraged to hang on and continue with their behavior. The exposure to distorted and idealizing depictions can
even trigger this harmful behavior.

rasierklingenliebx announces her suicide in October.

No sufficient action of most platform
operators
When put on notice by jugendschutz.net, platform operators
removed less than half of the harmful content within two
weeks; when it came to content related to suicide they even
only removed one third.
Most of them have recognized the problem of content promoting self-harm behavior: Seven out of nine block the
search for risky content, refer users to help services and cooperate with counseling centers. Four have recently taken
steps to ban content that promotes self-harm behavior,
three offer a specific reporting mechanism. However, they
often fail to consistently implement their anti-self-harm
policies.

Bypassing prevention concepts is very simple
The precautionary approach of platform operators like
blocking problematic hashtags is easy to circumvent. Users
just change the spelling of typical terms: #thinspiration becomes #thynspiration, #selfharm becomes #selfharmmm.
Even if hashtags do not comply with the spelling rules, they
are still easy to find. To be on the safe side, account owners
back up their profiles and groups or hide with 'secret accounts' to prevent support teams from finding them.

'Pro-Anas' seek companionship in the social web.
Many contributions called for weight loss competitions or for
posting self-harm content. Extensive searches for 'twins' i.e.
partners to help get through starving were e.g. on Instagram
– more than 90,000 posts were marked with the hashtag
#anabuddy. jugendschutz.net also recorded numerous calls
for creating Whatsapp groups where users chat in private
and commit themselves to post their daily weight, body
measurements or details of their eating behavior.

Announcements of suicide
38 % of all cases checked trivialized or promoted suicide.
Even ten-year-olds expressed suicidal thoughts and reported on their attempts to commit suicide. jugendschutz.net recorded a total of twelve announcements of users setting and posting a date for their suicide giving weeks'
or months' notice.

Strictly enforce guidelines and improve
prevention measures
Social web services are an ideal forum for users to exchange
their ideas of anorexia, cutting and suicide. Operators of
platforms also frequented by children and young people are
specifically challenged to make sure they do not host any
content glorifying self-harm behavior. It is crucial to not
only advocate an anti-self-harm policy, but to also ensure a
consistent application of these rules and quick action
against harmful content.
Providers must improve, enhance and adapt their precaution measures. The road for reporting harmful content is
long and winding – quick and easy reporting mechanisms
are essential. The keyword based filters implemented only
work with standard terms; creative spellings and names of
users, groups and postings typical for the scene must be
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added to the list. Additionally, providers have to refine their
links to online counseling services and take different topics
and country-specific issues into account.
There is a need for unified standards in terms of evaluating
and dealing with self-harm content. Platform operators
must exchange experience and best practice and collaborate
with counseling services; in Germany this is the case e.g.
with 'Nur einen Klick entfernt – NEKE' i.e. 'Just a click away',
a joint initiative of voluntary self-regulatory bodies, associations for suicide prevention and platform operators.

jugendschutz.net carried out this research on the dimension and the circulation of self-harm content in
social web services specifically attractive to young people (Ask.fm, Blogspot, Facebook, Gutefrage.net, Instagram, Tumblr, YouTube) and in popular communities
for kids (Moviestarplanet, Topmodel.biz).
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